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Figure 1: Our ARPuzzle experiment. On the left, two collaborators solve a real puzzle. In the middle, mixed collaborators
colocally solve a virtual replica of a real puzzle. On the right, mixed collaborators remotely solve a virtual replica of a real puzzle.

ABSTRACT

Collaborative Augmented Reality (CAR) offers disruptive ways for
people to collaborate. However, this emerging technology must
improve its acceptance, efficiency, and usability to scale up and, for
example, support augmented operations executed by technicians.
This paper presents our CAR system and its experimentation during
a cooperative puzzle-solving task. Our system provides collabo-
rators with a shared virtual space allowing verbal and non-verbal
interpersonal communications, and intuitive interactions with shared
virtual replicas of real objects. Our system also integrates avatars
embodied by remote users. We conducted a dual-user study compar-
ing colocated and remote solving of a puzzle virtual replica with its
real solving. We evaluated task performance, collaboration, mutual
awareness, spatial presence, and copresence, usability, and prefer-
ence. We found that, if real is preferred and more efficient than
our CAR system, CAR is reaching favorable usability levels. We
also found that remote augmented reality including full-body avatars
offers similar results to colocated augmented reality. This prelimi-
nary work paves the way for future research aiming to support and
enhance the design and making of Collaborative Augmented Reality
systems dedicated to augmented operations.

Index Terms: Human-centered computing—Human computer
interaction (HCI)—Interaction paradigms—Mixed / augmented re-
ality; Human-centered computing—Human computer interaction
(HCI)—Interaction paradigms—Collaborative interaction

1 INTRODUCTION

Collaborative Augmented Reality (CAR) allows multiple users to
collaborate on tasks involving virtual objects. CAR users perceive
a mixed environment, composed of their real environment and a
Shared Virtual Space (SVS) [8]. Colocated CAR users collaborate
in the same mixed environment. Remote CAR users, incarnated by
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avatars mimicking their movements, ubiquitously communicate ver-
bally and non-verbally thanks to their avatar providing copresence.
Task objects can be real, mixed, or virtual. Virtual objects are virtual
replicas [30] or virtual twins [25] of real objects. For example, a
virtual mockup of an industrial machine synchronized with its real
twin allows its ubiquitous control by multiple collaborators.

Sanitary and environmental crises highly raised the need for col-
laborative tools like emails, instant messages, phones, and videocon-
ferences. But these tools separate task and communication spaces
and restrict communication cues exchanged between users [16]. A
SVS merges task and communication spaces in a common frame of
reference enhancing awareness and understanding between collabo-
rators [10]. For Kim et al. [22], CAR has the potential to improve
or even replace typical collaborative technologies. Tech Giants are
concurrently working on this potential growth driver. Microsoft
presented the Mesh platform1, enabling ubiquitous copresence and
shared experiences through Mixed Reality (MR). Meta launched the
Horizon Worlds platform2, dedicated to Virtual Reality-based social
experiences. The Metaverse hype shows the potential of SVS-based
technologies to replace real, non-intermediated human activities
with immersive technologies [46].

Few studies have investigated CAR, as shown in Table 1. Re-
searchers typically associate an AR local technician with a Virtual
Reality (VR) remote expert. But compared to VR, AR keeps users
aware of their real surroundings, is safer to use in public and indus-
trial environments, and reduces the risk of cybersickness [42]. For
these reasons, CAR systems offer a wider range of uses for better
scalability. For example, augmented technicians may synchronously
intervene on real objects or machines at different locations. For these
reasons, we used Optical See-Through Head Mounted Displays
(OST-HMD). We also enabled collaborators to embody full-body
avatars interacting intuitively with SVS. Compared to prior work,
the primary novel contributions of this paper include:

• A novel CAR system enabling mixed users to intuitively col-
laborate on tasks remotely or colocally through symmetric
OST-HMDs in an SVS. Remote participants embody avatars
mimicking their head, eyes, hands and fingers movements, and
voice. Bare hands users intuitively interact with virtual objects

1https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/mesh
2https://www.meta.com/horizon-worlds/
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by touching, pushing, or grabbing them. Our CAR system
provides a high degree of combined user tracking, affordance,
and intuitiveness,

• A formal user study (n = 36) compares the solving of real
puzzles with the solving of their virtual replicas in the cases of
two colocated and remote participants. We compared task per-
formance, collaboration, mutual awareness, spatial presence,
copresence, usability, and preferences. We also evaluated the
usability of our system. To our knowledge, only one user study
compared real collaboration with colocated CAR, and none
compared real collaboration with colocated and remote CAR.

2 RELATED WORK

Intermediated collaboration, i.e., collaboration based on the use
of interpersonal communication systems, is widely explored for
decades. Recent surveys show a growing interest in CAR. While
CAR is sparsely studied [13,37], this technology has the potential
to overcome current collaborative tools for Ladwig et al. [26]. Ens
et al. [15] pointed out that MR has recently reached the maturity
required to enhance environmental awareness and communication
between collaborators.

Projected video and voice were initially employed for remote col-
laboration [16, 19, 21, 24]. These works proved the benefits of video
sharing as an effective remote communication technology in collabo-
rative tasks, such as memory stimulation, communication grounding,
workspace perception, and task completion swiftness, compared
to an audio-only experience. However, video separates task and
communications spaces. Billinghurst et al. [7] compared real, non-
intermediated solving of a real puzzle as a baseline with colocated
AR and video technologies. AR increased communication compared
to videos. AR performance was lower than non-intermediated col-
laboration. They also compared remote video avatars with desktop
video conferencing [6] and noticed that spatialized avatars enhance
co-presence and understanding between collaborators.

Remote CAR users need communication cues to collaborate.
Piumsomboon et al. [32] studied collaboration between augmented
and virtual users during a search task. Eye and head tracking pro-
vided remote collaborators with a higher co-presence than a baseline
providing only verbal cues. For Masai et al. [28], communication
and empathy between remote collaborators are improved by facial
expressions, eye gaze, and internal parameters such as heart rate.
Gupta et al. [18] showed that gaze combined with pointing increased
communication quality and task performance. These studies reveal
the importance of providing remote collaborators with non-verbal
communication cues, notably head, and eye gaze, to increase co-
presence and task performance.

A commonly studied Extended Reality (XR) setup consists of
two users with asymmetric roles and technologies collaborating
synchronously. A technician wearing an AR-HMD is assisted by a
remote VR expert. In that typical case, the expert provides specific
knowledge to the technician to accomplish a task in the real world.
The expert perceives the technician’s environment, talks with him,
and may augment the technician’s environment with annotations
or virtual objects. Piumsomboon et al. [31, 33] stated that aware-
ness cues are important for enhancing usability, user experience,
and efficiency in such setups. Wang and Dunston [45] compared a
pen-and-paper collaborative task with colocated and remote mixed
reality setups. However, their experimental design provided limited
user tracking and interpersonal communication. Users benefited in
similar proportions with both colocated and remote mixed reality
compared to the pen and paper condition. Smith et al. [39] com-
pared colocated asymmetric tasks in real and virtual conditions, with
and without avatars in the VR condition. Both embodied VR and
real conditions provided a high level of social presence, unlike the
no avatar VR condition. Waldow et al. [44] compared remote and
colocated asymmetric tasks involving partial outline avatars. They

stated that seeing such avatars had similar effectiveness to real users.
Chen et al. [11] studied visual cues with two gaze-pointing tech-
niques in colocated CAR. However, symmetric technologies and
roles are rarely studied simultaneously in CAR systems, as shown in
Table 1, while they are technically simpler to create, provide equal
interpersonal communication cues, and facilitate scalability thanks
to their homogeneity. For these reasons, we focus on a symmetric
CAR system and its experimentation in this paper.

We listed the main data types and variables of previous work
studying collaborative extended reality in Table 1. This table lists ex-
perimental technologies and task symmetries, studied conditions and
criteria of previous studies, and emphasizes our experimental design
specificities described in section 4. The most redundant objective
data is task completion time. Non-verbal communication is also
analyzed, mainly the number and type of gestures, walking distance,
and mutual gaze, as shown in Table 1. Verbal communication is
also studied in the literature, considering the number of words per
sentence, speaker turns, and deictic sentences. The most commonly
studied subjective metric is usability. Mainly used questionnaires
are the System Usability Scale (SUS) questionnaire [9], the Single
Ease Question (SEQ) questionnaire [34], and the Subjective Mental
Effort Question (SMEQ) questionnaire [34, 47]. User preference
appears to be the second most used metric (Table 1). User preference
questionnaires are useful to compare the acceptance of experimental
conditions [40]. Copresence and social presence are major variables
regarding CAR aims [3, 20, 28]. The spatial presence questionnaire
is also helpful to evaluate the efficiency of an SVS [27,41, 43]. The
acceptance of collaborative XR systems is another important aspect
to expand and scale up the use of CAR systems [12, 14, 36].
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Figure 2: Non-intermediated, colocated, and remote augmented col-
laboration. (a) two users collaborate face-to-face on a task involving
a real object with no intermediation. (b) two augmented users collab-
orate face-to-face on a synchronous task involving a virtual replica
of the real object. (c) two augmented users remotely collaborate on a
synchronous task involving a virtual replica of the real object. Each
user embodies his humanoid avatar in the other user environment.

As emphasized in Table 1, no previous research implemented
and compared real, colocated, and remote CAR with symmetric
task and extended tracking technologies. Figure 2 presents the
spatial configurations we address in this paper. Using head, eyes,
hands, and fingers tracking allows users to embody realistic full-
body avatars able to intuitively interact with an SVS. A CAR
system enabling these features would allow us to evaluate their
maturity, usability, and efficiency. This is important to estimate the
capability of CAR systems to replace non-intermediated face-to-
face collaboration. Comparing non-intermediated with colocated
and remote CAR would help us concentrate on the most problematic
aspects of this technology.
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Table 1: Data type and variables used in collaborative extended reality studies. Bold aspects are similar to our CAR system. Non-bold aspects
emphasize the differences between our experimental setup and related work. Device acronyms are Monoscopic (Mo), Video Pass-Through
Head-Mounted Display (VPT-HMD), Virtual Reality Head-Mounted Display (VR-HMD), and Optical See-Through Head-Mouted Display
(OST-HMD). Compared conditions acronyms are Egocentric (Ego), Exocentric (Exo), Colocated (Co), Remote (Re), Local (Lo), and Facial
Expression (Fe). Objective acronyms are Task Completion Time (TcT), Accuracy (Ac), Number and type of Gestures (Ng), Number of Words
per Phrase (NwP), Number/type of Speaker Turns (NsT), Number of Deictic Phrases (NdP), Object Positioning Time (OpT), Walking Distance
(Wd), Number of Phrases (Np), Head Movements (Hm), Mutual gaze (Mg), and Inter-Personal Distance (IpD). Subjective measured data:
Observations (O), Usability (U), Interview (I), Collaboration and communication feeling (C), Mutual Understanding (Mu), User Preference
(Up), Phrase Awareness (Pa), Perceived Effort (Pe), Mutual Awareness (Ma), Communication (Cm), Empathy (Ep), Copresence (Co), Social
Presence (Sp), Level of Focus (Lf), Feedback (F) User Experience (Ux), Mental Effort (Me), Motion Sickness (Ms), Task Load (Tl), Presence
(P), Avatar Perception (Ap), Spatial Presence (SaP), Task Difficulty (Td).

Year Reference Device Task Tracking Compared Measured data
symmetry conditions objective subjective

2000 Billinghurst et al. VPT-HMD (2) sym both (QRCode) Co AR w.o. avatar O
[8]

2002 Billinghurst et al. VPT-HMD (2) sym QRCode Co AR w.o. avatar TcT Ng U I
[7] [5] 2D projector Co projection NwP NsT Mu Up

Co Real NdP C Pa
2004 Schafer et al. desktop asym Ego TcT OpT C Pe

[35] Exo Ma
2004 Benko et al. VPT-HMD asym head+hand gestures O

[4] tactile table
screen - tablet

2005 Grasset et al. VR-HMD asym both (head) single Ego VR TcT Hm Ma Cm
[17] VPT-HMD +QRCode Ego VR+Exo VR Wd

Ego VR+Exo AR
2009 Wang et al. VPT-HMD (2) sym both (tracker ball+ benchmark TcT

[45] QRCode) Co AR - Re AR
2016 Masai et al. OST-HMD sym eye+face all (Lo video) Ep C Ma

[28] laptop +Lo gaze +Lo Fe
+Lo (gaze+Fe)

2016 Gupta et al. Mo OST-HMD asym eye all (Lo video) TcT Np Co Mu
[18] screen +Re pointer +Lo eye Up

+Lo eye+Re pointer
2017 Piumsomboon et al. VR-HMD sym both (head+eye+ both (Re (head+hands)) Mg Wd U

[31] [32] OST-HMD asym hands+fingers) +Re FoV
2018 Piumsomboon et al. VR-HMD sym both (head+ all (Re full-body avatar) TcT U F Up

[33] OST-HMD hand gestures) + Re mini-avatar Lf Sp
2018 Smith et al. VR-HMD (2) asym both (head+ Co VR full-body avatar Ng NdP Cp Sp Ma

[39] hand gestures) Co VR w.o. avatar NsT Cm Up
Co Real

2019 Kim et al. OST-HMD asym both (head) all (Lo video+Re hands) TcT U Up
[23] VR-HMD hands+fingers +Re pointer +Re sketch Me Co

+Re (pointer+sketch)
2019 Teo et al. VR-HMD asym hands+fingers+eye Lo 360° TcT U Up

[40] OST-HMD 360° camera Lo 3D Sp Ux
Lo (3D+360°) Ms

2019 Waldow et al. OST-HMD (2) asym both (head+ Re AR w.o. avatar TcT Tl P Ap
[44] hand gestures) Re AR partial avatar

Co AR w.o. avatar
2020 Bai et al. OST-HMD asym eye+hand gesture all (voice) +Re eye TcT Sp SaP Ti

[1] VR-HMD +Re hand gesture
+Re (eye+hand gesture)

2021 Chen et al. OST-HMD (2) sym head pointing techniques TcT Ac Sp U Up
[11] object density+movement

Our approach OST-HMD (2) sym both (head+eye+ Re AR full-body avatar TcT U O C Mu
hands+fingers) Co AR w.o. avatar Up Td Co

Co Real Ma SaP

3 SYSTEM OVERVIEW

In this section, we present our novel CAR system enabling intuitively
interactive SVS with symmetric tasks and technologies. Our system
provides the following features. Collaborators wear an OST-HMD

ubiquitously immersing them in a mixed environment composed
of an SVS and their real environment. They see the SVS scaled at
real-world dimensions over the real world from a first-person Point
of View (PoV). OST-HMDs provide intuitive interactions between
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collaborators and the SVS, and both verbal and non-verbal commu-
nication between remote collaborators. OST-HMDs enable users to
touch, push or grab with one or two bare hands the virtual objects
that are part of the SVS. OST-HMDs synchronize in real-time the
pose of the virtual entities composing the SVS through the Internet.
We use a client/server service named Photon PUN 23 to synchronize
in real-time the pose of virtual objects and avatars composing the
SVS. OST-HMDs send the coordinates of their user’s avatar and
of the virtual objects their user interacts with to the server. The
server broadcasts this data to other clients to update the SVS in real-
time. Fig. 3 describes this architecture for a pair of collaborators
and a single mixed object, but more users can collaborate on tasks
involving multiple mixed objects synchronously. Colocated collab-
orators naturally communicate without any intermediation. In that
case, the SVS is initially anchored to the real environment by each
OST-HMD client, providing spatial consistency between colocated
collaborators. OST-HMD clients transform their local coordinate
system into the global SVS coordinate system. In remote cases,
the OST-HMD additionally provides intermediated verbal and non-
verbal communication between collaborators, incarnated by realistic
full-body avatars. We use a voice chat service named Dissonance4

for verbal communication. We implemented our OST-HMD client
with Unity5 2020.3.36.

mixed
user
body

avatar

OST-HMD

hardware

software

virtual entities
pose & ownership

(Wi-Fi+FTTH)

hardware

software

OST-HMD mixed
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body
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mixed
object

real object

virtual object

server

non-intermediated
interactions

non-intermediated
interactions

intuitive
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ubiquitous
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ubiquitous
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intuitive
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Figure 3: The architecture of our CAR system is composed of two
mixed users and one mixed object. Mixed users intuitively interact
with the SVS thanks to their OST-HMD. The pose of each dynamic
virtual entity composing the SVS is transmitted between a server
centralizing and distributing this data and OST-HMD clients.

Mixed collaborators wear an OST-HMD, a Microsoft Hololens
2. OST-HMDs track their own user’s head, eyes, hands and fingers,
and instantiate and animate the incarnated full-body avatar of their
user in the SVS. In remote cases, OST-HMDs also record their
own user voice, play the voice of remote collaborators, and display
embodied avatars mimicking the real movements of remote users
in the SVS. Embodied avatars are initially generated by the Make
Human Project6, a user-friendly avatar editor. This open-source
editor allows its users to easily personalize the parameters of an
avatar, like its height, width, hand length, or eye color, and to dress it
in virtual clothes. Avatars are animated by inverse kinematics based
on the head, eye, hand, and finger tracking of the real user. The
VRIK plugin from RootMotion7 provides inverse kinematics. Fig. 4
shows the mixed collaborator lifecycle in ARCollab.

Mixed collaborators directly interact with the virtual world
thanks to their displayed virtual hands. Users see their own vir-

3https://www.photonengine.com/en/PUN
4https://placeholder-software.co.uk/dissonance/
5https://unity.com/
6http://www.makehumancommunity.org/
7http://root-motion.com/
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Figure 4: The mixed user lifecycle. (a) A user creates his/her per-
sonalized avatar. (b) The avatar is integrated into the OST-HMD
application, a client of the synchronization server. (c) The client is
deployed to the OST-HMD. (d) The OST-HMD tracks the user’s ex-
ternal activity. (e) The tracked data is used to support the virtual twin
of the collaborator and animate his/her avatar. (f) The OST-HMD
provides intuitive interactions between the mixed collaborator and
the SVS. (g) The OST-HMD exchanges with the server the position
and state of virtual entities constituting the SVS in order to update
and synchronize in real-time this data between clients.

tual hands in any AR case, awaring them of tracking failures and
inaccuracy due to real occlusions. Virtual hands also provide oc-
clusion management between real hands and virtual objects. An
occluding shader may be employed to render virtual hands at the cost
of hand-tracking awareness and accuracy. Intuitive interactions al-
low collaborators to touch virtual objects based on simulated physics
with the Unity physics engine, and to grasp and manipulate them
with one or two hands by using the MRTK grasping technique8. We
cut off gravity in the SVS to save users from failing to grasp virtual
objects felt on the ground since Hololens 2 does not detect hands
near surfaces. Virtual objects are slowed down by parameterized
friction to avoid infinite moves and also collide together.

Our novel CAR system enables colocated and remote CAR users
to intuitively interact with SVS through their embodied full-body
avatar. Table 1 shows that our system differs from previous work,
with none to less than average similarities.

4 USER STUDY

We describe in this section our user study called ARPuzzle. This ex-
perimental design was initially inspired by a study from Billinghurst
at al. [5] comparing a collaborative real task with its simulation in
tangible colocated augmented reality and video projection. We chose
to compare a non-intermediated collaboration involving a real object
with colocated and remote AR-based collaboration involving the
virtual replica of the real object. This experimental design allowed
us to evaluate separately and compare the impacts of simulating
a real object with its virtual replica and intermediating a natural
face-to-face interpersonal communication with its simulation based
on embodied full-body human avatars.

4.1 Apparatus
Each participant wore a Hololens 2 during AR-based conditions. We
employed real puzzles and their virtual replicas as non-synchronized
mixed objects. The experimenter used a laptop to observe and
record the SVS during AR-based conditions. The OST-HMDs and
the laptop communicated with the server through a Wi-Fi router
connected to the Internet by an optical fiber connection (FTTH).

4.2 Task
The dual-user task consisted of solving a puzzle. We used one 6-
piece virtual puzzle for training, and three 36-piece real puzzles and

8https://github.com/Microsoft/MixedRealityToolkit-Unity
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their virtual replicas for collecting data. All 36-piece puzzles were
designed for at least four years old players by the same manufacturer.
The puzzles were all 16.5” x 11.8”. Each 36-piece puzzle was 2.75”
by 1.96” average. For this reason, we considered all 36-piece puzzles
to be equally difficult to solve. Fig. 5 presents the puzzles used.

Virtual replicasReal puzzles Virtual puzzle

(P1v)(P1r) (P0v)

(P2v)(P2r)

(P3v)(P3r)

Figure 5: Puzzles used during the experiment. On the left, is a
picture of the real 36-piece puzzles P1r, P2r, and P3r. In the middle,
the 36-piece virtual replicas P1v, P2v, and P3v of the real puzzles.
On the right, is the 6-piece virtual puzzle P0v used during training.

Solving a real puzzle is a non-intermediated task providing a
ground truth as a baseline since we want to compare CAR with real
collaboration. Solving a puzzle virtual replica occurs in an SVS
containing a virtual table upon which its virtual pieces stand. The
final puzzle to obtain is rendered in front of the virtual table. Col-
laborators must place pieces in a solving frame in order to validate
the task achievement. Fig. 6 shows the SVS we designed for this
experiment. Users simultaneously collaborate on solving these puz-
zles and their virtual replicas with their bare hands. They move the
virtual puzzle pieces by touching, pushing, or grabbing them with
one or two hands. When a user positions a puzzle piece close to its
final position a magnetic effect freezes the puzzle piece at its final
position. Both position and rotation are finely thresholded in order
to avoid hacks consisting in moving pieces over the solving frame
without seeking their position as detected in preliminary tests. Puz-
zle piece ownership is managed by allowing ownership to the first
participant grabbing the piece, and freeing it when the participant
releases it.

puzzle model

solving frame

ipped puzzle pieces

Figure 6: The ARPuzzle SVS with the training puzzle P0v.

4.3 Conditions

We considered three conditions applied to two collaborators in pairs.
The first one is the Real (R) condition, consisting of a real puzzle-
solving with no intermediated interaction. The colocated AR (ARc)
and the remote AR (ARr) conditions both required the use of an
OST-HMD by each participant to interact with the virtual replica of
the real puzzle and solve it. In the ARc condition, both participants
were in the same environment and directly interacted together with
no intermediation. A QR code placed on the ground provided a
spatial anchor ensuring that both participants viewed the SVS at the
same location. In the ARr condition, remote participants were in
adjoining rooms and could see their collaborator’s avatar and talk
together. Participants were free to move and walk. In each room
and the SVS, a camera recorded the experiments. Fig. 1 shows these
conditions in action.

4.4 Hypotheses

We expected the real condition (R) to be the most efficient one. The
colocated AR (ARc) condition provides real interpersonal communi-
cation cues, while the remote AR condition (ARr) provides partial
intermediated communication cues. Therefore we expected ARc
to perform better than ARr. From these assumptions, we made the
following hypotheses:

H1 the performance of the R condition is the best, followed by the
ARc condition, and the ARr performance is the worst,

H2 the R condition is the easiest and the most usable, the ARc
condition is easier and more usable than the ARr condition,

H3 spatial presence, copresence, awareness and collaboration, and
usability in the remote AR condition are lower than in the
colocated AR condition, both AR conditions having lower
results than the R condition,

H4 R is the most preferred condition.

4.5 Metrics

We selected from our literature review a subset of the most com-
monly used metrics in collaborative XR studies. We also evaluated
our interactive system acceptance. Our objective metric was the
task completion time. Our subjective metrics were task difficulty,
collaboration and mutual awareness, spatial presence, copresence,
usability, and preference. Task difficulty was evaluated with the
Single Ease Question questionnaire (SEQ) by Sauro et al. [34]. It
consisted of the phrase ”Overall, this task was:”, asking to rate the
task difficulty on a 7-point Likert scale. We used the collaboration
and mutual awareness questionnaire created by Masai et al. [28].
It consisted of seven questions rated on a 7-point Likert scale. Re-
garding spatial presence, Self Location (SPSL) and Possible Actions
(SPPA) were measured with the MEC spatial presence questionnaire
(MEC-SPQ) by Vorderer et al. [41]. Each questionnaire consisted of
eight items, each of them rated on a 7-point Likert scale. We evalu-
ated copresence with the questionnaire used by Basdogan et al. [3]
and based on the Slater et al. presence and co-presence question-
naire [38]. It consisted of eight questions rated on a 7-point Likert
scale. We quantified usability with the System Usability Scale (SUS)
questionnaire by Brooke et al. [9]. It consisted of ten questions rated
on a 7-point Likert scale. The Preference questionnaire was adapted
from Teo et al. [40]. We asked participants to state their preferred
condition between R, ARc, and ARr against six criteria.

4.6 Subjects

42 subjects participated in this experiment. Because of partially
collected data, we removed 3 pairs from the collected data, and
3 other pairs of participants ran the same conditions in the same
order. 36 participants provided the final dataset, 21 males (58.3%)
and 15 females (41.7%). Participants were aged between 13 and
61 (M = 48±11.88). Student’s t-tests did not reveal any significant
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difference between participants in AR (t(34) = 1.0, p = .32) and
VR familiarity (t(34) = 1.32, p = .20).

4.7 Procedure
Participants experimented with all conditions and puzzles balanced
with Latin Square. Participants were split into six groups composed
of three pairs of participants each. Each pair of a group experienced
the same puzzles in the same condition order. We assumed that
all pairs of participants had the same level of expertise in solving
puzzles and that all 36-piece puzzles were of equal difficulty. All
participants first filled out information and consent forms. Then they
learned how to use the OST-HMD to launch, configure and close the
application. After launch, participants chose between a male and a
female avatar, and selected the puzzle to solve and the condition to
consider under the experimenter’s control. Next, participants trained
to solve the simple virtual 6-piece puzzle P0v during the training
phase. They trained with the ARc condition before the ARr one
and learned to register their real environment with a QR code pose
estimation. For the remote condition, each participant was located
in an adjacent room. Table 2 summarizes the order of conditions
and puzzles during the experiment. Finally, participants solved a
36-piece puzzle under each condition. After each solving, they
completed the subjective questionnaires presented above, except the
preference one. When participants experimented with all conditions,
they completed the preference questionnaire. Cameras recorded all
conditions. During both AR conditions, the SVS was also recorded.
Task completion time measurement started when both users were
immersed in the shared virtual space and observed the virtual puzzle
table. Positioning the last puzzle piece ended measurement.

4.8 Results
We measured our system’s latency around 33ms by measuring the
latency between the movement of one user grabbing a virtual puzzle
piece and its movement in the SVS observed by another user facing
him. We observed that no participant walked around the real puzzle.
The ARc condition generated walks because collaborators avoided
colliding together. Few participants expressed fatigue or a tem-
porarily affected perception after HMD use. Participants regularly
expressed that they refined their understanding of the interaction
techniques after training. This may be due to 36 puzzle pieces being
smaller than 6 puzzle pieces, requiring more accuracy. For all data
analyses, normality checks and homogeneity of variances tests were
first performed. The significance level was set to .05 for all analyses.
Results are depicted in Fig. 7.

Completion time
First, we checked that all three puzzles were equally difficult. A

Friedman’s test did not reveal any significant difference in com-
pletion time between each puzzle (M1 = 3min11s± 30s,M2 =
2min58s±34s,M3 = 4min9s±1min52s), χ2(2) = 0.33, p = .85. In
the following analyses, we will thus consider the puzzles as not being
influential on any result. A Friedman’s test found significant differ-
ences between each condition, χ2(2) = 27.11, p < .001 (Fig. 7a).
Post-hoc Wilcoxon signed-rank tests using a Bonferroni correction
(α = .05/3= .017) revealed that the R condition (M = 3min26s±
1min12s) was significantly faster to complete than the ARc condi-
tion (M = 9min57s±3min34s), T = 0,z = 3.70, p < .001, and the
ARr condition (M = 8min51s±2min21s), T = 0,z = 3.70, p < .001.
However, no significant difference was found between the ARc and
the ARr conditions, T = 49,z = 1.57, p = .12.

SEQ
A Friedman’s test revealed significant differences between the

conditions, χ2(2) = 49.78, p < .001 (Fig. 7b). Post-hoc Wilcoxon
signed-rank tests using a Bonferroni correction revealed that the R
condition (M = 1.5± 0.91) was significantly easier than the ARc
condition (M = 3.92±1.52), T = 0,z = 5.04, p < .001, and the ARr
condition (M = 3.72±1.39), T = 14.5,z= 4.87, p< .001. However,

we found no significant difference between both AR conditions,
T = 140.5,z = 0.90, p = .37. As we asked participants to rate their
familiarity with AR and VR technologies, we analyzed whether
familiarity could influence the SEQ scores. Since there was no
significant difference in the SEQ scores between both AR conditions,
we grouped them into a single AR condition taking the average of
the scores in both AR conditions. Then Pearson correlation tests
did not reveal any significant correlation between familiarity and
SEQ scores (r f amAR = .22, p = .20 and r f amV R = −.05, p = .76).
We performed the same with gender. However, no correlation was
found with SEQ scores (r = .24, p = .16). We then computed an
average SEQ score for each pair of participants and checked whether
the level of perceived difficulty in both AR conditions could be
correlated with the time to complete the puzzles in these conditions.
Pearson correlation tests revealed no significant correlations (rARc =
−.13, p = .62 and rARr =−.23, p = .35).

SUS
We recalculated the scores to get total SUS scores out of 100. A

Friedman’s test revealed significant differences between the condi-
tions, χ2(2) = 31.82, p < .001 (Fig. 7c). Post-hoc Wilcoxon signed-
rank tests using a Bonferroni correction showed that the R condition
(M = 90.71± 12.65) was significantly more usable than the ARc
condition (M = 66.94± 14.92), T = 21.5,z = 4.89, p < .001, and
the ARr condition (M = 68.17±14.67), T = 14,z = 4.92, p < .001.
However, we found no significant difference between AR condi-
tions, T = 274,z = 0.92, p = .36. We analyzed further whether
familiarity with immersive technologies could influence the SUS
scores. Since there was no significant difference in the SUS scores
between both AR conditions, we grouped them into a single AR
condition taking the average of the scores in both AR conditions.
Pearson correlation tests did not reveal any significant correlation
between familiarity and SUS scores (r f amAR = −.11, p = .54 and
r f amV R =−.05, p = .78).

Copresence
Following Basdogan et al.’s procedure [3], we counted the number

of questions rated more than 6. A Friedman’s test revealed significant
differences between the conditions, χ2(2)= 23.92, p< .001 (Fig. 7d
left). Post-hoc Wilcoxon signed-rank tests using a Bonferroni correc-
tion revealed that the R condition (M = 5.47±1.49) generated signif-
icantly higher copresence than the ARc condition (M = 3.19±2.07),
T = 60,z= 4.19, p< .001, and the ARr condition (M = 3.19±2.08),
T = 41.5,z = 4.17, p < .001. However, we found no significant dif-
ference between AR conditions, T = 146,z = 0.10, p = .92. We
then checked for differences in the number of ratings over 6 be-
tween participants of each pair in each condition, to study whether
participants within a pair could have a different perception of cop-
resence. A Friedman’s test found significant differences among
the conditions, χ2(2) = 10.87, p = .004 (Fig. 7d right). From
post hoc Wilcoxon signed-rank tests using a Bonferroni correc-
tion, the number of ratings over 6 revealed not to be significantly
different between participants within a pair in the R condition
(M = 1.17± 1.15) and in the ARc condition (M = 2.39± 1.54),
T = 34.5,z = 2.00, p = .045, compared to the ARr condition (M =
2.39±1.54), T = 6,z = 2.68, p = .007. Furthermore, we found no
significant difference in the number of ratings over 6 within pairs be-
tween both AR conditions, T = 57.5,z = 0.11, p = .91. We further
checked whether copresence scores could be correlated to comple-
tion times. Pearson correlation tests did not reveal any significant
correlation in all conditions (rR =−.26, p= .30, rARc = .05, p= .85
and rARr =−.22, p = .38).

Collaboration and mutual awareness
Table 3 summarizes the results. For all questions except Q4, we

found no significant differences between conditions. Pairwise com-
parisons with Wilcoxon signed-rank tests revealed that overall, the
real condition provided higher collaboration and mutual awareness
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Table 2: Order of phases per group from left to right during experimentation. Each phase is composed of a condition and a puzzle. ARc is the
colocated AR condition. ARr is the remote AR condition. R is the real condition. P0v is the virtual 6-piece puzzle used for training. P1r, P2r,
and P3r are real 36-piece puzzles. P1v, P2v, and P3v are their virtual replica.

Group Phase (condition+puzzle)
Training Measures

A ARc+P0v ARr+P0v R+P1r ARc+P2v ARr+P3v
B ARc+P0v ARr+P0v R+P1r ARr+P2v ARc+P3v
C ARc+P0v ARr+P0v ARc+P1v ARr+P2v R+P3r
D ARc+P0v ARr+P0v ARc+P1v R+P2r ARr+P3v
E ARc+P0v ARr+P0v ARr+P1v ARc+P2v R+P3r
F ARc+P0v ARr+P0v ARr+P1v R+P2r ARc+P3v

(a) Task completion time (b) SEQ scores (c) SUS scores

(d) Copresence scores (left: number of ratings over 6 per participant; right:

differences between the number of ratings over 6 within pairs)

(e) Spatial presence scores (left: SPSL; right: SPPA)

Figure 7: Task completion, SEQ, SUS, Copresence and Spatial Presence scores in all conditions.

than both AR conditions, except for Q1 (“My partner and I worked
well together on the task”) for which pairwise comparisons did not
find any difference, Q5 (“I understood how my partner was feeling”)
with no significant difference between the R and the ARc condi-
tions, and Q7 (“I was satisfied with the output of the task”) with no
significant difference between the R and the ARr conditions.

Figure 8: Participants’ preferred condition against six criteria.

Spatial presence
For SPSL, a Friedman’s test found significant differences be-

tween the conditions, χ2(2) = 35.75, p < .001 (Fig. 7e left). Post-
hoc Wilcoxon signed-rank tests using a Bonferroni correction re-
vealed that the R condition (M = 6.46±0.67) enabled significantly
higher self-location than the ARc condition (M = 5.25±0.95), T =
45.5,z = 4.41, p < .001, and the ARr condition (M = 5.28±0.91),
T = 56.5,z = 4.34, p < .001. However, we found no significant

difference between AR conditions, T = 216,z = 0.33, p = .74. Sim-
ilarly, for SPPA, a Friedman’s test showed significant differences
between the conditions, χ2(2) = 47.03, p < .001 (Fig. 7e right).
Post-hoc Wilcoxon signed-rank tests using a Bonferroni correction
revealed that the R condition (M = 6.63±0.62) enabled significantly
more possible actions than the ARc condition (M = 4.89± 0.97),
T = 3,z = 5.18, p < .001, and the ARr condition (M = 4.94± =
1.07), T = 7,z = 5.12, p < .001. However, we found no significant
difference between AR conditions, T = 227,z = 0.68, p = .49.

Preference
A Kruskal-Wallis test found significantly different numbers of par-

ticipants between each preferred condition, H(2) = 12.32, p = .002
(Fig. 8). Overall, from pairwise Mann-Whitney tests using a
Bonferroni correction, a significantly higher number of partici-
pants preferred the real condition (M = 26.5±3.15) over both AR
conditions (MARc = 3.67± 1.86, MARr = 5.83± 2.23), UR−ARc =
0, p = .005,UR−ARr = 0, p = .005, while no significantly differ-
ent number of participants was found between the AR conditions,
U = 9, p = .16.

5 DISCUSSION

We did find significant differences between real and AR conditions
but no significant difference between colocated and remote AR.
These results indicate that participants were mainly impacted by the
gap between the real task and its simulation in an SVS. This state-
ment is aligned with the results obtained by Billinghurst et al. [7].
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Table 3: Results of the collaboration and mutual awareness questionnaire (the significance threshold for pairwise comparisons integrates a
Bonferroni correction α = .05/3= .017).

Question p-values
Overall R-ARc R-ARr ARc-ARr

Q1-My partner and I worked well together on the task .007** .070 .096 .74
Q2-It was easy to be aware of what my partner was doing < .001*** < .001*** < .001*** .81
Q3-I felt connected with my partner .001*** .008** < .001*** .92
Q4-My partner and I communicated together well .27 .82 .10 .20
Q5-I understood how my partner was feeling .004** .026 < .001*** .28
Q6-My partner understood how I was feeling .005** .014* .003** .21
Q7-I was satisfied with the output of the task < .001*** < .001*** .032 .12

Our results partially validate our hypotheses H1, H2, and H3. As
expected, the real condition is the preferred one, which validates
H4. We expected colocated AR to benefit from better interpersonal
communication than remote AR. However, experimental results did
not validate this hypothesis. Both AR-based conditions obtained av-
erage SUS scores around 68 with non-significant differences, which
is a marginally high acceptance score slightly under good accep-
tance [2]. The ARr condition even obtained slightly better results
than the ARc condition. This appears to be due to ARc drawbacks,
like a perfectible accuracy of the SVS, disturbed hand tracking due
to confusion between users’ hands, or users physically interfering
while moving in the SVS. We also analyzed the evolution of the
results according to the order of phases performed (Fig. 9). Overall,
we observe that, regardless of the order of the AR condition, swap-
ping AR conditions provided the same evolution of the results and
confirms analyses made above. Most of the time, participants who
finished the experiment with the real condition did not achieve better
scores than those who started with this condition, except for spatial
presence. We suppose that they might have experienced fatigue due
to HMD use. The second AR condition performed by participants
generally led to better results, suggesting a learning effect during the
whole experience. Training puzzle pieces were larger than 36-piece
puzzles, making training puzzle pieces easier to manipulate, proba-
bly taking part in this learning effect during the experiment. We did
not find any significant difference considering gender. Surprisingly,
XR familiarity neither impacted results, indicating that our system
provides enough intuitiveness and affordance to get equally used by
users of any XR familiarity.

Figure 9: Evolution of the average results according to the order of
phases (from left to right: completion time, SEQ scores, SUS scores,
copresence scores, SPSL, and SPPA scores).

Limitations
The ARc condition caused additional drawbacks. The hands and

fingers of colocated participants regularly occluded, overloading

hand detection and tracking while perceiving three or four hands.
OST-HMDs attribute the same perceived hands to their holder, pro-
voking failures in hand tracking and ownership management of
manipulated puzzle pieces. For example, when one hand was per-
ceived by both OST-HMDs, participants concurrently owned the
same virtual puzzle piece. In any AR-based condition, we observed
that a couple of participants failed in grabbing virtual puzzle pieces
by trying to respect very precisely their geometry and thickness.
In such cases, they circumvented grabbing failures by pushing the
puzzle pieces. These participants often expressed their frustration
and tended to contribute less to the task, preferring to not interfere
with their collaborator. From time to time, participants naturally
aligned their eyes, their wrist, and their fingers to grab objects. Their
wrist occluded their fingers from the frontal depth camera, block-
ing finger tracking. About half of the participants initially failed
to stop grabbing virtual puzzle pieces when forgetting to separate
their fingers due to the lack of tangible feedback. Puzzle pieces
then kept “glued” to their fingers. Comparing the Uncanny Valley
effect [29] with the struggle to interact with AR objects and with
tracking failures would be useful to better identify the issues causing
frustration and submissive behavior in participants. About half of
the participants initially complained about the limited field of view,
similar to observations made by Billinghurst et al. [7].

Lessons learnt
This experiment showed us that avatar embodiment is a secondary

aspect of CAR systems. Colocated CAR does not perform better
than remote CAR, despite providing optimal interpersonal communi-
cation. Bare-hand interaction techniques take precedence over avatar
embodiment. We also notice that our CAR system reaches an ac-
ceptable usability, and provides enough intuitiveness and affordance
to be equally used by users of any level of XR familiarity. Colocated
AR requires non-ambiguous and accurate hand and finger tracking
robust to multiple user presence, and a precise SVS colocation.

6 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented our ARPuzzle experiment, designed for
collaborative virtual puzzle solving in colocated and remote AR.
Our CAR system provides shared virtual spaces, verbal and non-
verbal interpersonal communication between remote collaborators
incarnated as full-body avatars, and intuitive interactions between
collaborators and virtual objects. We experimented ARPuzzle with
36 participants by comparing real, colocated AR, and remote AR
conditions. We studied performance, collaboration and awareness,
spatial presence and copresence, difficulty, usability, and preference.
We found the real condition to outperform both AR-based conditions.
Remote and colocated AR conditions performed similarly despite
different interpersonal communication efficiency.

Future work will extend task objects to synchronous mixed ob-
jects and their use during augmented operations use cases. Intuitive
interactions and spatial anchoring need improvements in efficiency,
accuracy, and tracking. Finally, we aim at studying multiple remote
groups of colocated mixed collaborators.
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